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Our Take:

Time Technolpast ltd. is a fairly innovative company with robust management and market leadership in quite 
a few segments, and has registered a good 10 year PAT CAGR of ~20% but in the recent past PAT level growth 
has not been promising and 5 year CAGR stands at ~10.38%. Currently with addition of new products namely 
MOX films & Composite cylinders growth can be envisaged but alongside sizeable CAPEX and lumpy nature of 
this business. At current valuations ~25 times trailing P/E (FY17) we do not expect re-rating of the stock. 

Time Technoplast Ltd. is a global market leader in manufacturing of plastic drums, currently manufactures ~22% of global 
production. Ever since inception company has been instrumental in development and rapid commercialisation of new 
products. Currently business categorised based on product life-cycle and business strategy for each of them is as under: 

1) Mature products (86.6% of fy17 revenues): Industry Packaging (Except IBC’s) , Auto Components, Lifestyle products, PE 
Pipes, Infrastructure products. Management expect a steady growth rate of 13-14% on these products although in our view 
margins shall remain volatile due to volatile input cost matrix. 

a) Plastic Drums (Industry Products): have a high penetration of ~55% in indian markets but overseas they stand very 
under-penetrated at 6-9%. Change in geographic focus to increase sales of these drums shall pave the way for this 
flagship product of time technoplast. 

b) Others: An array of products (Exhibit 1) under categories Industry Packaging, Auto Components, Lifestyle products, PE 
Pipes, Infrastructure products cumulatively contributes under 25% of top-line has been growing due to geographic 
diversification and is expected to grow at a higher single digit to lower double digit growth rates. 

2) Value-add Products (13.3% of fy17 revenues): Management is optimistic about both the launches although composite 
cylinders may take some time and maybe lumpy in nature but can potentially be a game changer for the company, although 
objectively, management is more confident about top-line contribution from MOX films. 

a) Composite Cylinders: Replacement for metal LPG cylinders are the latest innovation of the company although these have 
been prevalent overseas for some years now. Company claims that these are explosion proof and are half the weight of 
conventional metal cylinders and are available in  16 different sizes uptil cylinders that can hold upto 21 kgs although all 
of this comes at a cost of 30% premium pricing to metal cylinders. Currently pune city has initiated use of these 
cylinders, also HPCL has initiated an order of 1500 cylinders until now for 2kg/5kg/10kg cylinders. Current capacity to 
produce around 700,000 units but are planning to double the production. Current Order book stands at 1.8 million units 
and margins at around 17 – 18 % with higher utilisation levels  20 % margins are attainable. Current top line contribution 
is Rs.800 Mn., management expects  to contribute upto 150 Crores to top line by next financial year. Although due to 
failure of such product by certain other countries has led to a ban on composite cylinders in North-America & Thailand. 

b) MOX Films (Multi layer Multi axis Oriented Cross Laminated Film) (Tarpaulin/Talpatri): Launched on 1st April 2017 Can 
orient the films in 16 different directions  Capacity of production of 6000 tonnes, planning to increase the production to 
12000 tonnes by next year Can expect in FY 2018 -19 turnover of 200 Crores and margins at around 20%. 

c)  IBC’s (Intermediate Bulk Containers): Introduced 4-5 years ago IBC’s contribute approximately 6% to the top-
line. IBC segment witnessed a good demand pickup overseas making time technoplast the 3rd largest 
manufacturer although penetration in india remains at low and can be further exploited. Currently 6 out of 9 
countries in which the company has presence have IBC manufacturing capability, by the end of the year all 9 
are expected to have IBC capacities.
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Rating: Not Rated



 

Company background 

Time Technoplast was founded in 1992. The company has 28 manufacturing locations spread across the globe, of 
which 14 are in India. The company has its operations in India, UAE, Bahrain, Egypt, Thailand, Vietnam, 
Malaysia, Indonesia and Taiwan. 

Product Matrix: (Exhibit 1) 

Key Financials: (Exhibit 2) 
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Segment Industrial 
Packaging

Infrastructure Products Technical Products Others

% of sales (fy16) 74% 14% 11% <1%

Products Drums (Plastic), 
Jerry Cans, 
IBC ,Conipails ,PET 
Sheet. 

Dumping Bins, HDPE Pipes, 
Prefabs & Shelters, VRLA 
Batteries

Auto Components 
Anti Spray Rain flaps for commercial 
vehicles, De-aerationTanks for 
Commercial vehicles, Plastic Fuel 
Tanks for Commercial, Passenger 
vehicles, Air Ducts for commercial 
vehicles. 

Lifestyle 

Entrance Mattings, Garden/Lawn 
Mattings, Car Mats, Moulded 
Furniture, Poultry Pads. 

Material Handling Products  

Stackable Crates/ Containers, 
Foldable Small, Crates 
Containers, Foldable Small, 
Crates Containers, Stack-Nest 
Crates/ Containers, Pallets, 
Dollies (Trolleys) 

Composite Cylinders 
MOX Films (Tarpaulin)

Brands Techpack, 
Bulktainer, GNX

Dumpo Bins, MAXMpe Pipes, 
Fast Trac, MaxLife

Duro Turf, Duro Soft, Duro Wipe, 
Astro Turf, Meadowz, Regal 
Rainflaps, Clear Pass, Genex.

Schoeller Arca Time, Lite 
Safe, Techpaulin.

Rs. Mn.

Particulars 2016-17 2016-15 2015-14

Sales 27568.41 24248.5 24797

COGS 19194.00 16929.50 17151.82

Gross Margin(%) 30.38% 30.18% 30.83%

EBITDA 4064.71 3499.7 3421.326

EBITDA (%) 14.74% 14.43% 13.80%

Depreciation 1154.90 988.3 874.705

EBIT 2909.81 2511.4 2546.621

Interest /Finance cost 901.00 962.2 1042.9

PBT 2008.81 1549.2 1503.721

Tax expense 494.00 325.5 372.3

Net Profit 1471.41 1381.5 1096.021

PAT Margin (%) 5.34% 5.70% 4.42%
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Disclaimer

This document has been prepared and compiled from reliable sources. While utmost care has been taken to ensure that 
the facts stated are accurate and opinions given are fair and reasonable, neither the Company nor any of its Directors, 
Officers or Employees shall in any way be responsible for the contents. The Company, its Directors, Officers or 
Employees may have a position or may otherwise be interested in the investment referred in this document. This is not 
an offer or solicitation to buy, sell or dispose off any securities mentioned in this document.
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